








 

































































 

 

 





 



























 

 

 









 

 

 

Slavín Memorial

Daily entry 

Festive entry

Special evacuation departure

S3-Green roof with extensive low planting 640 mm
- Extensive plants
- Substrate 140 mm
- Geotextile
- Filter mat
- Geotextile
- Coating, ref. product Fatrafol 814
- Separation layer
- Thermal insulation 260 mm, laid in two layers, ref.

Isover Puren MV
- Vapor barrier
- Concrete ceiling slab 200 mm
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Coating hydroizolation

Anchor galvanized

Attic flashing - galvanized sheet, RAL 9004

External shade blind

Window frame

Anchoring with galvanized L angles

Safety glazing with insulating triple glazing

Wooden board

Anchoring boards

Anchor extensions

Roller weights

Stainless steel guide rope

Steel column according to statics
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2. Purification to the unvaluable part 
of the object

3. New condition of representative pavilion 
- open to the whole world

1. Original condition
Demolition
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7538261 P/RESIDENTIAL RESIDENCE - Presidential Villa on Slavín Hill in Bratislava

Genius locci of the hill Slavin - view to the landscape, outlook to the future in mind

Site plan m 1:2000

Second floor plan m 1:500

First floor plan m 1:500

Ground floor plan m 1:500Detail of the parapet wall_m 1:20

S1

Prefabricated reinforced concrete cornice

Thermal weatherproofing putty

Safety glazing with insulating triple glazing

Rail groove for the curtain

15

25

Galvanized handrail post, profile 10x30 mm, color:
RAL 9004

Galvanized handrail, profile 10x40 mm,
color: RAL 9004

Anchoring railing

Isokorb

Frameless window design

Steel column according to statics

S2

S2-Green roof with intensive planting 350 mm
- Intense green - grass
- Substrate 140 mm
- Geotextile
- Filter mat
- Geotextile
- Coating, ref. product Fatrafol 814
- Separation layer
- Vapor barrier
- Reinforced concrete ceiling slab 200 mm
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Coating

Plating - waterproofing cover - galvanized sheet,
RAL 9004

Edge

S1-Green roof with extensive low planting 640 mm
- Intensive plants - grass
- Substrate 140 mm
- Geotextile
- Filter mat
- Geotextile
- Coating, ref. product Fatrafol 814
- Separation layer
- Thermal insulation 260 mm, laid in two layers, ref.

Isover Puren MV
- Vapor barrier
- Concrete ceiling slab 200 mm
-

Detail of the console_m 1:20

Section C

Section B

Section A

West elevation

East elevation

South elevation

The hill Slavín abouve Bratislava - the next three significant objects
Schwarzplan

The idea of preserving the valuable part of the original building - subsequent reconstruction
Reconstruction - symbol of ecologically oriented land

Construction of the residence at the site of a ground fault

Legend of roomsDivision of garden

Division of garden

Variability of a representative pavilion

4. Original substance of the villa

Variable space Variant A - 20 persons Variant B - 36 persons

Variant C - 44 persons Variant D - lounge seat Variant E - banquet tables

5. Completion in the position of terrain fault
- New ground floor of the complex

6. Vertical connection of the floor of the representative pavilion and 
the residence - creation of a roof pavilion of a residence with a noble 

atmosphere for the President‘s Office and the Guest Tract

North elevation

     Foreword
     The term “villa” gained its historical importance in antient Rome, being linked with a luxurious lifestyle. 
The first officially defined term was the term “villa rustica” as an urbanist complex of residential, 
representative, agricultural or garden objects, where both- active as well as joyful life was possible while 
surrounded by exclusive architecture set into cultured Mediterranean countryside.
     A presidential villa is definitely a building of great importance, where major political and social events 
as well as family gatherings or memorial receptions take place. In the past, a presidential villa was the 
spot for a wide spectrum of balls, parties and celebrations as well as major political meetings and 
discussions, occasionally accompanied by signing of valuable documents. 

      Idea/Concept
     The idea of the concept for a presidential villa lies in the link between a significant historical and social 
act which occurred in the history of the Slovak Republic. This act could be definitely considered one of 
the most crucial events in the history of the Slovak Republic. Despite the presence of numerous socially 
significant events in the history of the Slovak nation, it is rather difficult to factually adhere to a specific 
significant moment in such complex and long-lasting process of formation of the Slovak nation. 
     During my research, I came to a realization that the era we currently live in may also be a significant era 
in the development of the Slovak nation, even twenty-five years after the beginning of an independent 
state. As we can see, the society slowly begins to refuse the current situation which appears to be 
rather frustrating. Personally, what I see in this course of events is a strong sense of hope. Hope itself 
represents an idea for better tomorrows, for a better, brighter future. 

     Transformation of ideas into the design
     The location of the of the presidential villa is concentrated on a hill upon Bratislava, next to the Slavín 
memorial, which undoubtedly has its specific atmosphere. Its Genius Loci lies in its monumental 
position, in the level of the highest peak upon the historical centre of Bratislava with fascinating view into 
the countryside. While looking into the countryside, it is no surprise that ideas of a brighter future arise, 
being in contradiction to the worries of yesterday. The President is the official head of the state, one of 
his/her roles is to represent the nation. With my design of the presidential villa, my aim is to emphasize 
the representative function of the president. By my conception of a representative pavilion serving as a 
lookout area, I aim to express an idea about who we, as a nation, would like to be, so that all official visits 
and guests would feel this idea while visiting the villa.  

       Volume-urban design
     The original object is located on the highest point of the parcel. I actively work with this object which I 
am transforming into the future representative pavilion. I am leaving out various layers of reconstruction 
from the past. What I am trying get is to be left with a simple, original and honest construction. I see the 
hard work of my ancestors and I intensively feel a need to work with such expression of history.  
     The original house is being remodelled into a cross-like floor plan, which is similar to the original 
architecture of the house. This cross-like structure is a representation of its openness, being accessible 
equally from all cardinal directions. 
     I am adding a residential area to the representative pavilion. I am making use of a fault in terrain near 
the pavilion, the height of which is almost of one floor. By adding the residential area, I am defining a 
new ground floor of the complex. This complex, together with the context of its surrounding areas 
and a great deal of greenery resembles historical complexes of “villa suburbana”. Newly added areas 
give the impression of terraces being pushed into the terrain and they are a reaction to the land’s 
naturally occuring curves being demonstrated architectonically. The interior of the ground floor is being 
broadened by a continuous stretch into the garden with another cascade. 
     On the roof of the residential area, there I am planning a pavilion with the presidential office and a 
guest area. The reason for this lies in its dominant position above the complex, a site suitable for short-
term stays with a view over the city. I see this it as an opportunity to pay tribute to official visits and 
guests. 

       Operational solution of the building
     The proposed mass/matter layout of the complex is divided into a representative pavilion, a residence, 
a connecting part of representative and operating function, together with an area for the security located 
near the pavilion in a visual level of the fence. 
     There are two official entryways that lead to the property. The upper entryway with porter’s lodge 
is suitable for everyday use. From this entryway, one can continue in the direction of the garages with 
daily entrance to the residence or one can continue towards the roof pavilion where the presidential 
office and guest area are located. The lower entryway opposite the Slavín memorial is dedicated to 
welcoming purposes, where the visits can take a walk or drive to the pavilion with a stunning view. In 
the proposed design, there is an emergency exit located nearby the garage suited for the purposes of 
possible evacuation. This emergency exit connects to a nearby road located west of the property. 
    The garden solution follows a terraced character of the property and divides the property into three 
zones. A representative (the highest) zone with the pavilion, a festive entryway for the visits with entrance 
to the pavilion and a private zone of the garden of the resident. 

     Spatial layout
     Spatial arrangement oft the villa reacts to the work place division of the property and cardinal 
directions. The residence is functionally divided into a day area, a night area and a technical room with 
storage and garage. The day area and night area open into the garden, technical rooms and storage 
rooms are located inside of the house. The everyday entrance to the residence is located next to the 
garage door, under a roofed pavement leading from the arrived car. Opposite this daily entrance, there 
is a patio inside of the house, which brings light into the otherwise light-deficient area. Its position is 
in the crossing of ongoing see-through corridors throughout the whole house. Visual contact of the 
presidential office with the day area is enabled through the patio. 
 Besides the connecting nature of the tract between the residence and representation pavilion, 
attention is dedicated to the president’s library with a noble character, suitable for informal meetings. In 
the design, this library is named as “bibliotheca terena” due to its monumental character in the garden 
terrace. Service facilities for the representative part are located in the back of the house.
     Entrance to the representative area leads through the foyer, which is followed by service facilities, 
cloakroom, hygiene facilities. The pathway to the representative pavilion leads along the stairway, 
another possibility is a hydraulic lift, with both leading up to the roof of the pavilion. The interior of the 
pavilion on the first floor is designed to be as flexible and variable for various purposes as possible. A 
waiter’s counter is included in the interior, with an in-built lift connecting the kitchen with this area. 
     On the second floor of the pavilion, there is located an open, partially roofed terrace with a noble and 
representative character. The form of the pavilion is underlined by four poplar trees with low growth. 
     Area for the security is located nearby the pavilion, on the terrain level. Visually, it forms a part of the 
fence and from the perspective of it mass, this object does not contradict the villa. 

     Materials used
     The original brickwork is painted white, having a clear, solemn character. All of the newly- built walls 
are created from white brick. The ceilings are made of quality concrete.  The floors are done from a cast 
terrazzo. Combination of neutral colours is enriched by using linden wood on the doors and in-built 
furniture. 

     Garden adjustments
     The character of the terraced property and workspace division stretches into the garden as well. In 
later parts of the process of designing there arose a symbiosis of the terraced character and the area of 
the Slavín memorial. The whole complex is visually protected and fenced by a high stretch of greenery, 
which is, in many parts, original. In the lower part of the property, I propose a dense and tall vegetation 
with a mineral pathway. On the newly built terraces, I also propose a dense and tall vegetation, important 
from the point of view of visual division and determination of intimacy. The whole complex is bounded 
by atall fence, 2,6-3 m high. 

View to landscapePrivate part of the gardenDaily arrival Representative part - pavilion Roof terrace of pavilon

Private part of the garden
- for the residence

Official arrival of the visit
- entrance to the pavilion     
   delimitative with high       
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Representative part
- the highest place of   
   the Garden
- Protected by a green    
   visual barrier

Memorial of Slavín

Representative pavilon

Object for security guard
Object for security guard

Parking for festive guests
“Green“ terrace of the residence
Special evacuation of departure

Green visual - security barrier
White brick fence

Daily driveway 
External parking

Public space forward Slavín
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Daily part of the residenceDaily part of the residence Patio President‘s office Bibliotheka terrena
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